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1 Introduction
• Metrically-conditioned syncope: deletion of vowels occupying metrically weak posi-

tions, generally unstressed footed vowels

– in all feet (Macushi Carib, Potawatomi (McCarthy 2008 ), Mojeño Trinitario
(Rose 2008)), or

– in non-head feet (Aguaruna (McCarthy 2008), Wampis (Germán Peña 2015)).

• One way to account for this distinction is to claim that the domain of syncope is
prosodically-defined and that it targets local non-head constituents:

– syncope targets non-head syllables (σ = Ft−1).
Ft

σ σ

– syncope targets non-head feet (Ft = ω−1).
ω

Ft Ft

– syncope targets non-head minimal words (Bennett 2018) (ωmin = ωmax−1).
ωmax

ωmin ωmin

• We will show that the last prediction is borne out by the syncope pattern observed in
Modern Hebrew nominal compounds, the first of its kind to be reported to the best of
our knowledge.
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2 Data
(1) a-∅ alternation in N/A: [a] pretonically, ∅ antepretonically. Obligatory syncope.

a pa"kid ‘clerk’ pki"d-a ‘f.’
b pita"Kon ‘solution’ pitKo"n-ot ‘pl.’
c Xada"Sot ‘news’ XadSo"t-i ‘of news (A)’
d mata"Ka ‘target’ matKa"t-i ‘my target’
e mata"na ‘gift’ matna"t-i ‘my gift’
f aKa"ţot ‘lands’ aKţo"t-aj ‘my lands’
g ka"tan ‘small’ kta"n-im ‘pl.’
h Sa"XoK ‘black’ SXo"K-a ‘pl.’

(2) Same alternation when same item is the syntactic head in a N/A+N compound.
Optional syncope (free variation).
a pa"kid ‘clerk’ pkid∼pakid "mas ‘tax clerk’
b pita"Kon ‘solution’ pitKon∼pitaKon Xana"ja ‘parking solution’
c Xada"Sot ‘news’ XadSot∼XadaSot "bokeK ‘morning news’
d mata"Ka ‘target’ matKat∼mataKat "eţ ‘wooden target’
e mata"na ‘gift’ matnat∼matanat pKe"da ‘departure gift’
f aKa"ţot ‘lands’ aKţot∼aKaţot a"Kav ‘Arab countries’
g ka"tan ‘small’ ktan∼?katan emu"na ‘of little faith’
h Sa"XoK ‘black’ SXoK∼?SaXoK "lev ‘of black heart’

(3) Syncope in compound head position even for vowels stressed outside it1

a. o"ţaK ‘treasure’ oţKot∼oţaKot "sin ‘treasures of China’
b. to"Sav ‘resident’ toSvej∼toSavej a"Kad ‘residents of Arad’
c. mo"sad ‘institution’ mosdot∼mosadot Xi"nuX ‘institutions of education’

(4) Many /a/s do not participate in this alternation
a. pa"kaX ‘supervisor’ paka"X-it, *pka"X-it ‘textscf.’
b. Sa"lit ‘sovereign’ Sali"t-im, *Sli"t-im ‘pl.’
c. aga"da ‘legend’ agada"t-i, *agda"t-i ‘legendary’
d. musa"K-i ‘moral (A)’ musaK-i"j-ut, *musK-i"j-ut ‘morality’

• The nouns in (4) do not vary in compounds either.

• Goal of the talk: to account for

– i. Alternation (1,2,3) vs. lack thereof (4)
– ii. Obligatoriness (1) vs. optionality (2,3)

1Syncope in compounds is in fact more common than usually considered. It occurs also for some /e/s
that are stressed in the singular, e.g. [Xa"veK] ’member’, [XavKej "kneset] ‘member of parliament’.
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3 Previous accounts of /a/-syncope in Modern Hebrew
• Bat-El (2008)

– ‘clerk’ associated with two URs, that is, two allomorphs: /pakid/ and /pkid/
– ‘supervisor’ is only associated with one UR: /pakaX/

+
– A requirement for all forms in a paradigm to have the same number of syllables.

• The uniformity requirement is less important than Max: it cannot be complied with
if that implies deleting stem material.

• The allomorph /pkid/ allows to maintain a suffixed form [pki"dim] with the same
number of syllables as the singular [pa"kid] (which selects the allomorph /pakid/ to
prevent a consonantal cluster, an emergence of the unmarked effect).

• But there is no available allomorph */pkaX/, so the only way to get to *[pka"Xim] in
the plural is syncope, and that is ruled out.

• Three drawbacks:

– Large definition of paradigm: any derived item...
– two URs for many nouns and most adjectives which differ in exactly the same

way (with /a/ vs. without it).
– cannot be extended to [toS(a)vej "sin] ‘residents of China’, because an allomorph

without /a/ does not exist in sg-pl pairs; assuming one just for the compounds
seems inelegant.

• Faust (2014): assumes underlying long /aa/ in [pa"kaX] and underlying short /a/ in
[pa"kid], which is then lengthened pretonically; but not antepretonically, [pki"dim].

– Advantage: no rampant, wholesale allomorphy.
– Drawbacks: Too abstract, does not match phonetics; learnability... Also encoun-

ters issues with [toS(a)vej "sin].

• Today, we present what can be regarded as a version of Faust (2014), but is couched
within a framework that is closer to Bat-El’s: Gradient Harmonic Grammar
(Smolensky et al. 2014).

• But before we can do that, the metrical structure of the different nominals must be
factored in.
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4 Prosodic structure

4.1 Simple nominals
• Stress in the native vocabulary of Modern Hebrew is mostly final. We assume a single

quantity-insensitive iambic foot to account for final stress (Graf and Ussishkin 2003).

(5) Iambic feet in Modern Hebrew

a.

ω

Ft

σ σ

pa "kid b.

ω

Ft

σ σ

pa "kaX

• It follows that the first lexical vowel of the word is unfooted when a suffix pulls stress
away from the last syllable of the stem (we assume a two-step derivation: first prosody
is built, then syncope applies, as in McCarthy 2008)

(6) Prosodic structure of suffixed forms (before syncope)

a.

ω

Ft

σ σ σ

pa ki "dim b.

ω

Ft

σ σ σ

pa ka "Xim

• To account for deletion in /pakid-im/ → [pki"dim] we propose the following marked-
ness, syncope-triggering constraint:

(7) *aunfooted

Assign one violation mark for every [a] that is unfooted.

• Within a larger theory of prosodic licensing of segmental features, unfooted syllables
are poor licensers of vowel features.

• de Lacy (2006): *V-Placeweak triggers reduction (deletion) of all unstressed syllables;
less stringent (= more specific) counterpart *V-Placeweak−in−foot (if the latter is vio-
lated, the former it is also violated, but not vice versa).
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4.2 Compounds
• As shown in (2) above, we assume that the second member of the N/A+N compound

is metrically more prominent than the first member, e.g. [p(a)kid "mas] ‘tax clerk’.
That is, the prosodic head in a compound is the rightmost in Modern Hebrew.

• But in isolation, the compound [p(a)kid "mas] ‘tax clerk’ and the N+A phrase [pa"kid

"gas] ‘rude clerk’ seem to exhibit the same prosodic pattern:

i. two lexical stresses
ii. nuclear stress on 2nd item (higher intensity in the second element)

(8) Intensity curves for [p(a)kid "mas] and [pa"kid "gas]

• Nevertheless, there are several reasons to assume that the first member in the com-
pound is more hierarchically embedded than the first member in the N+A phrase.

• Since we know of no place where such arguments are mentioned, we will briefly survey
them here.

(9) The syncopated form of the first N/A member in the compound cannot stand alone
(cf. 1-3)
*["pkid],x *["ktan], *[oţ"Kot], *[aK"ţot]

(10) Stress retraction due to stress clash occurs in frequent compound heads, but never
in N+A phrases
a. ke"Pev ‘ache’ b. o"KeX ‘editor’

kePev "KoS ‘head ache’ oKeX "din ‘lawyer’ (litt. ‘law editor’)
kePev Si"naim ‘tooth ache’ oKeX Xada"Sot ‘news editor’
*kePev Si"naim *oKeX Xada"Sot

c. ke"Pev "tov ‘good ache’ d. o"KeX "Ka ‘bad editor’
*"kePev "tov *"oKeX "Ka

⇒ Stress clash is avoided in compounds. This can be taken as proof that they constitute a
separate domain with respect to a N+A phrase.

(11) Tripartite compounds must be V̀...V̀...V́, cannot be V̀...V́...V́; N+N+A can do both

a. moXeK

vendor
gvin-ot

cheese.pl
i"z-im

goat.pl
‘goat cheese vendor’

b. moXeK

vendor
gvi"n-ot

cheese.pl
tKi"j-ot

fresh.pl
‘fresh cheese vendor’
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(12) Intensity curves for [moXeK gvinot i"zim] and [moXeK gvi"not tKi"jot]

a. [moXeK gvinot i"zim] b. [moXeK gvinot∼gvi"not tKi"jot]

(13) [moXeK gvinot i"zim] and [moXeK gvi"not tKi"jot]

a.

φ (= NP)

ωmax (= N0)

ωmax ωmin ωmin

moXeK gvinot i"zim b.

φ (= NP)

φ (= NP)

ωmax ωmax ωmax

moXeK gvi"not tKi"jot

• The head constituent of both maximal words and phonological phrases is the rightmost
constituent in Modern Hebrew. That’s where nuclear (phrasal) stress aligns ([i"zim]

and [tKi"jot]).

• However, [gvi"not] in (15b) can still be more prominent than it is in (15a) because it
is parsed into a maximal prosodic word, not a minimal prosodic word.

• (15a) [gvinot]ωmin ̸= (15b) [gvi"not]ωmax

• As we have seen, in compounds the first minimal word is the dependent (non-head)
constituent of the maximal word.
⇒ The /a/ of /pakid/ in (14), even though footed, is prosodically very weak. It is
parsed into the weak syllable of the foot of the weak minimal word.

(14) Weakness of unstressed footed [a] in the first member of a compound
ωmax

ωmin ωmin

Ft Ft

σ σ σ

p(a) kid "mas

• We assume another syncope-triggering constraint, which targets unstressed footed [a]
(in line with McCarthy 2008 and de Lacy 2006), but relativized to refer to the non-head
of a maximal prosodic word.
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(15) *aweak−in−foot/Non-Head-of-ωmax

Assign one violation mark for every unstressed footed [a] in a non-head minimal
word.

• Recall (from §1) that syncope targets unstressed footed vowels parsed into different
non-head levels of the prosodic hierarchy up to the prosodic word, defined locally.

(16) Typology of contextual *Vweak−in−foot

a. *Vweak−in−foot/Non-Head-of-Ft: syncope targets non-head syllables.
Ft

σ σ

b. *Vweak−in−foot/Non-Head-of-ω: syncope targets non-head feet.
ω

Ft Ft

c. *Vweak−in−foot/Non-Head-of-ωmax: syncope targets non-head minimal words.
ωmax

ωmin ωmin

• Unstressed footed [a]’s are licensed in Modern Hebrew except when they occupy a
highly weak metrical position. Elsewhere, e.g. in the head of a maximal word, they
are still licensed.

(17) Unstressed footed [a] in the second member of a compound (‘clerk type’)
ωmax

ωmin ωmin

Ft Ft

σ σ σ

sug pa "kid

• To summarize, we have provided:

i. A preliminary reason for the systematic absence of /a/-syncope in certain items
(varying lexical strengths).

ii. The constraints that would be responsible for /a/-syncope.
iii. The metrical structures for compounds and N+A phrases.

• Time to see the computation, and specifically what speakers arguably learn in order
to derive variation of syncope in compounds.
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5 Gradient Harmonic Grammar
• In this theory

i. Constraints are weighted rather than ranked (Harmonic Grammar).
ii. Representations can be gradient: a segment can be underlyingly weaker than it

needs to be in order to be realized.

• In Harmonic Grammar constraint violation can be cumulative ( ̸= Classic OT): two
constraints B, C with a weight smaller than another constraint A can block the effect
of constraint A (= Gang-up effect).

(18) Japanese loanword devoicing as cumulative constraint interaction (Pater 2014)
a. /bobu/ → [bobu]: two voiced obstruents in one stem despite violation of OCP-

Voice
bobu Ident-Voice1.5 OCP-Voice1 H

a. + bobu −1 −1

b. bopu −1 −1.5

b. /web:u/ → [web:u]: voiced geminate faithfully realized despite *Voice-Gem
web:u Ident-Voice1.5 *Voice-Gem1 H

a. + web:u −1 −1

b. wep:u −1 −1.5

c. /dog:u/ → [dok:u]: underlying voiced geminate devoiced after another voiced
obstruent (gang-up effect)

dog:u Ident-Voice1.5 *Voice-Gem1 OCP-Voice1 H

a. dog:u −1 −1 −2

b. + dok:u −1 −1.5

• To illustrate Gradient Harmonic Grammar, assume that segments need to be of
the strength 2 to be realized, but can be lexicalized with lesser strength, say 1. (We
use natural numbers for practical reasons.)

• A segment with the strength 1 will

– violate Dep to the strength of 1 if it is realized (strength is added to it)
– violate Max to the strength of 1 if it is syncopated
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• Imagine a language in which

i. codas are avoided
ii. there is a strong /p2/ and a weak /p1/.
iii. Max has more weight than Dep

• In this language, the constraint No-Coda will be satisfied differently depending on
the strength of the consonant.

(19) Codas avoided non-uniformly
a. /tap1/ → [ta]

tap1 No-Coda3 Max2 Dep1 H

a. tap2 −2 −1 −7

b. tap2i2 −3 −3

c. + ta −1 −2

b. /tap2/ → [tap2i2]
tap2 No-Coda3 Max2 Dep1 H

a. tap2 −2 −6

b. + tap2i2 −2 −2

c. ta −2 −4

• We will show how the distinction between /a1/ and /a2/ can derive the differences
between /pakid/ and /pakaX/ with respect to a-syncope.

6 Analysis in Gradient Harmonic Grammar
• In order to explain metrically-conditioned syncope, we follow McCarthy (2008) in

assuming Harmonic Serialism (one change at a time → GEN-EVAL-GEN loop).

• According to McCarthy (2008), the input to the relevant step of the derivation where
syncope takes place is a prosodified form.

• First, prosodic structure is built (building a foot counts as a single step in Harmonic
Serialism, Torres-Tamarit 2015, Elfner 2016).

• Second, either syncope (= deletion of strength) or adding strength to a segment (=
full realization) also count as separate steps.

• From now on, we will concentrate on the second step of the derivation.
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6.1 Obligatory syncope of unfooted [a]
(20) Syncope of weak /a1/

a. (pa1"kid) → (pa2"kid)

(pa1"kid) Max2 *aunftd
1 Dep1 H

a. + (pa2"kid) −1 −1

b. ("pkid) −1 −2

b. pa1(ki"dim) → (pki"dim)

pa1(ki"dim) Max2 *aunftd
1 Dep1 H

a. + (pki"dim) −1 −2

b. pa2(ki"dim) −2 −1 −3

(21) Non-deletion with strong /a2/
a. (pa2"kaX) → (pa2"kaX)

(pa2"kaX) Max2 *aunftd
1 Dep1 H

a. + (pa2"kaX) 0

b. ("pkaX) −2 −4

b. pa2(ka"Xim) → pa2(ka"Xim)

pa2(ka"Xim) Max2 *aunftd
1 Dep1 H

a. + pa2(ka"Xim) −2 −2

b. (pki"Xim) −2 −4

6.2 Optional syncope of footed [a]
• To derive the variation in [pakid∼pkid "mas], we further assume an asymmetrical

output-output constraint Max-BD, in which the base refers to the output of the indi-
vidual members of a compound, and the derivative to the compound.

(22) Tie and therefore variation in the derivation of [pakid∼pkid "mas]
Base = [(pa2"kid)]

{{(pa1kid)}ωmin {("mas)}ωmin}ωmax M
ax

2

*a
w
−
in

−
f
t1
.5

D
ep

1

M
ax

-B
D

1

H

a. + {{(pa2kid)}ωmin {("mas)}ωmin}ωmax −2 −1 −4

b. + {{(pkid)}ωmin {("mas)}ωmin}ωmax −1 −2 −4
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(23) No tie and therefore no variation in the derivation of [pakaX "mas]
Base = [(pa2"kaX)]

{{(pa2kaX)}ωmin {("mas)}ωmin}ωmax M
ax

2

*a
w
−
in

−
f
t1
.5

D
ep

1

M
ax

-B
D

1

H

a. + {{(pa2kaX)}ωmin {("mas)}ωmin}ωmax −2 −3

b. {{(pkaX)}ωmin {("mas)}ωmin}ωmax −2 −2 −6

(24) Tie and variation in the derivation of [toSavej∼toSvej "sin] ‘residents of China’, cf.
[to"Sav] ‘resident’, [toSa"vim] ‘residents’
Base = [to(Sa2"vim)]

{{to(Sa1vej)}ωmin {("sin)}ωmin}ωmax M
ax

2

*a
w
−
in

−
f
t1
.5

D
ep

1

M
ax

-B
D

1

H

a. + {{to(Sa2vej)}ωmin {("sin)}ωmin}ωmax −2 −1 −4

b. + {{(toSvej)}ωmin {("sin)}ωmin}ωmax −1 −2 −4

7 Conclusions
• By assuming two types of /a/, strong /a2/ and weak /a1/, we have accounted for the

relation between

– the syncopated /a1/ in [pa"kid, pki"dim],
– the syncopatable /a1/ in [pakid∼pkid "mas], and
– the syncope-resistant /a2/ in [pa"kaX, paka"Xim, pakaX "mas]

• The analysis is arguably an improvement on

– the wholesale allomorphy account in Bat-El (2008), and
– the underlying length contrast account in Faust (2014).

• It also illustrates the use of Gradient Harmonic Grammar in accounting for

– lexical exceptions, and
– variation (see Zimmermann 2020 for both topics in GHG).

• Finally, it provides an explanation for a hitherto unattested type of weakness effect that
is in fact predicted by the prosodic hierarchy when recursion is taken into consideration.
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Appendix: exceptional clusters emerging in compounds
(25) #CP is disallowed in suffixed forms, resolved by [e]-epenthesis

a. pa"Pil ‘activist’ pePi"l-a *pPi"l-a f.
b. Sa"Pon ‘watch, clock’ SePo"n-im *SPo"n-im pl.
c. ţa"PiK ‘youngster’ ţePi"K-im *ţPi"K-im pl.

(26) It is nevertheless possible in the first member of a compound2

a. pa"Pil ‘activist’ paPil∼pPil Sa"lom ‘peace activist’
b. Sa"Pon ‘watch, clock’ SaPon∼SPon "kaiţ ‘summer time (= DST)’
c. ţa"PiK ‘youngster’ ?ţaPiK∼ţPiK ha-Sof"t-im ‘youngest of judges’

• Possible formalizations: a markedness constraint against #CP referenced to the left
edge of non-recursive prosodic words, that is, ωmin,max, such that, given /Sa1Pon,

Sa1Pon-im/,

– *(SPo"nim)ωmin,max ‘clock’
– ((SPon)ωmin ("kaiţ)ωmin)ωmax ‘summer time’

• But why should a marked cluster like #CP be more acceptable in a weak position (e.g.
non-head minimal word) than in a stronger position (e.g. min&max word)?

• A Strict CV answer: Faust and Scheer (2015) first treat epenthesis in initial clusters in
Modern Hebrew using the interface tool of the initial CV, a skeletal slot which requires
to be governed from a following full nucleus. Enguehard and Faust (2018) apply the
same idea to initial /CP/.

(27) Initial CV effect

a.

n e S i m a

C V− C V C V C V b.

t e P i m a

C V− C V C V C V

• The initial CV is regarded as the phonological exponent of some morphosyntactic
boundaries. It need not be inserted at all boundaries.

• Possibly, then, the initial CV is inserted before the head prosodic word, which is the
morphosyntactic head, but not before the dependent:

– ((SaPon)ωmin ("kaiţ)ωmin)ωmax → ((SPon)ωmin (CV-"kaiţ)ωmin)ωmax

– ((moXeK)ωmin (SaPo"nim)ωmin)ωmax → ((moXeR)ωmin (CV-SePo"nim)ωmin)ωmax

(cf. *((moXeK)ωmin (CV-SPo"nim)ωmin)ωmax)

2Possibly this is also true for #RC clusters, e.g. [la"Son, leSo"n-ot, *lSo"n-ot] ‘tongue’, but [laSon∼lSon

"sus] ‘horse tongue’ (Benbaji in prep.).
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